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February presented quite the disparity in terms of rainfall. The northern half of the state 
experienced above normal rainfall, with numerous stations recording their top 20 wettest 
February. On the other hand, the southern half of the state was drier than normal, with 
many stations recording less than 2 inches of rainfall for the month of February.

As stated earlier, northern Alabama endured a wet February with 35 stations recording 
above 9 inches of rainfall, peaking at 12.26 inches at a station in Crossville. However, as one 
travels further south, the rainfall totals drop off considerably in southeast Alabama and the 
coastal counties. A station in Geneva recorded the driest location of the month with only 
1.08 inches of rainfall. While there was quite the difference in rainfall across the state, as a 
whole, the state of Alabama recorded wetter than normal conditions at 0.27 inches above 
normal, officially breaking the three month dry streak.

Unlike rainfall, temperature was warmer than normal equally across the state. February’s 
monthly average temperature was 2.3°F warmer than the long-term average of 48°F. Much 
of Alabama recorded unseasonably warm temperatures from the 22nd through the 25th, 
with many stations reporting temperatures 15 degrees or more above than normal. The 
Andalusia Opp airport recorded the warmest location of month at 89°F on the 23rd. In 
contrast, February’s coldest location was a tie between stations in Russellville and Lexington 
at 17°F.

With the conclusion of climatological winter (December, January, February), let’s take a look 
back at how Alabama faired this winter. Statewide, this winter was the 15th warmest winter 
on record, with an average temperature of 50.3°F which is 3.8°F warmer than normal. From 
a precipitation perspective, this winter was exactly halfway between the number of wet and 
dry years within the 128 years of observations with 14.87 inches of rainfall, which is 0.65 
inches drier than normal. Snow was observed a few times this winter (and some in March) 
with winter totals of greater than 5 inches reported across North Alabama peaking with a 
station south of Gurley on Keel Mountain which reported 10.5 inches in January.

The most remarkable feature of this winter was the prominent La Niña, a weather pattern 
that affects global circulation, that impacted Alabama with wetter conditions in the north and 
drier conditions in the south, mainly due to storm tracks favoring north Alabama more so 
than south Alabama.

Monthly summaries are provided by Drs. Rob Junod and John Christy.
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